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1.

General

On April 4 and 5, 2016, the Independent Engineer (IE) MWH, represented by Nik Argirov, together with a senior
management representative from Nalcor met with the GE (formerly Alstom Power) representatives and conducted
tours of production facilities in Sorel-Tracy, QC (4 April) and FAB 3R facility in Trois-Rivieres, QC (April 5).
GE Renewable Energy Division (formally Alstom Power) has been contracted (CD0534) to carry out the Synchronous Condensers (SC) facility turnkey project for the Lower Churchill Project. The scope of the Engineering, Procurement and Construction (EPC) type contract includes:
- one (1) complete Synchronous Condenser Facility at the Soldiers Pond Site, with the necessary civil,
structural, and architectural works
- three (3) complete hydrogen(H2) cooled horizontal Synchronous Condenser machines, each with a
175MVAr capacity, H=7,84 kW-s/kVA and with all their auxiliary systems and equipment, including balance of plant (BOP)
- total responsibility for the studies, design, engineering, manufacture, delivery, construction, installation,
testing, commissioning and warranty of the facility.
GE/Alstom has subcontracted the fabrication of the Synchronous Condensers stator frames to FAB 3R.
The purpose of the plant visit / inspection was to verify the status of GE/Alstom and its subcontractor FAB 3R
work and to review their QA/QC process relative to the manufacturing of the equipment supplied under this Contract.

2.

Orientation Meetings

The meeting on April 4 at Sorel-Tracy facility started with a thorough safety briefing followed by a presentation,
which overviewed the overall GE organization and the latest integration of Alstom Power within GE Renewable
Energy Division, SC experience and products overview, quality management, technical aspects of the equipment
produced for Lower Churchill Project, and details on the project progress.
The scope of the offered services includes: design, manufacturing, erection and commissioning, maintenance,
retrofit, after-sale services and training. Alstom and GE together boast over 200 years of combined experience in
providing advanced energy solutions. Since 1955, GE/Alstom has supplied more than fifty H2-SC units worldwide,
with speeds from 750 rpm to 1000 rpm and voltage from 11,7kV to 20kV (15kV at Soldiers Pond). All large units
are operating outdoors with several of them operating under winter conditions. All twenty-one operating H2-SC
units in Canada have been provided by GE/Alstom.
Emphasis on the safety procedures indicates sound management of the facility and care for its staff. The operation follows a comprehensive EHS policy with Target Zero Severe Accidents. The Project-Specific (Soldiers Pond)
EHS plan was presented as well.
The following day (April 5) meeting at FAB 3R’s facility in Trois-Rivieres started with a safety briefing outlining the
factory EHS policy followed by presentation of the factory history, experience, current production capacity and the
quality management system.
The company was founded in 1908 by Canada Iron Foundry and became CANRON in 1970. In 1989, it was acquired by GL&V and in November 2013 after a management buyout became FAB 3R, a private company.
FAB 3R is a unionized shop (110 memebers) with 150 employees in total. The main markets are Pulp & Paper
and Hydro.
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In addition, the presentations covered:
a) GE/Alstom’s Quality Management Program - the operation is certified under ISO 9001/2008 within a fully
integrated management system. The ISO certificate is renewed every 3 years. An independent external
auditor (company) is performing annual quality audits. The same company is certifying the operation on a
3-year basis. The current period renewal will be in 2017 and the operation will be certified to the latest,
2015 edition of ISO 9001. Suppliers and subcontractors are required to have equivalent quality standards.
A summary of the Project Quality Management Plan provided by GE/Alstom indicates a comprehensive
approach to quality and adherence to the overall Quality Management Program.
b) FAB 3R Quality Management Program – the subcontractor has the following certifications: ISO 9001/2008;
CWB certified CSA W47.1 div. 2; ASME U-Stamp and National Board R-Stamp – authorization for manufacturing, repairs and alterations of boilers and pressure vessels. This program is audited by ASME representatives every four years.
c) Project Progress








SC rotors, flywheels and stator bars are machined and fabricated in the Sorel -Tracy shop. The rotors are in advanced stage of production with Unit #1 rotor completed (Photo 2). The sub shafts (2
per unit) are delivered (stored in the shop) and ready for assembly with rotor and the flywheel.
One flywheel is completed (Photo 6) and the other two (Photos 7 & 8) are in final stage of machining. Rotor poles and the stator laminations are manufactured in the GE/Alstom shop in Brazil.
The stator frames together with the complete enclosure tanks are fabricated by FAB 3R in their
shop in Trois Rivieres. The enclosure tanks are essentially pressure vessels, which after site installation and assembly, will be completely sealed and filled with hydrogen under operating pressure of 30 psi. The tanks are manufactured in accordance with the requirements of ASME
Pressure Vessel Code, Section VIII, Division I. The three stator frames/tanks are at different levels
of completion. Unit #1 is ready for sand blasting and painting (Photo 12). Unit #2 is also in advanced stage of machining completion and will soon be ready for painting. The stator frame / tank
of Unit #3 is in process of assembly of the individual cans and enclosing dish heads.
As reported in the January’16 Contractor’s monthly report the project is delayed by 33 days mainly
due to delays in the stator frames production. Alstom has evaluated different mitigation strategies
for schedule acceleration and advised that the reported delay can be reduced to five days only.
The schedule acceleration will take place after completion of the stator frames and during the following process of stacking, poles and additional auxiliaries’ assembly.
It is expected that Unit #1 stacking will start at the end of April’16. Electric bay is to be constructed
at FAB 3R shop and to be made free for the Alstom team to start the work on 02 May’16. The attempt is to bring this date back to 15 April’16. The completion of Unit #1 stacking and poles assembly by the end of August 2016 will be the practical confirmation for the success of the
schedule acceleration strategy.

d) The meeting at GE/Alstom shop in Sorel-Tracy concluded with a detailed technical discussion and overview of the step-by-step field installation procedures for one complete unit assembly.
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Factory Tour

3.

The fabrication process in both shops follows a well-organized sequence of activities and moves through different
working stations and shops (Photo 1). The final workshop in GE/Alstom facility accommodates the packing operations and ready for shipment storage area (Photos 10 & 11). Crates will be shipped to FAB 3R shop for stator
frames stacking and bars assembly.

Personal Protection Equipment (PPE) is available and is worn by the employees.

Housekeeping is very good; we observed clean floors, no loose material or tools, equipment in
apparently good order.

We observed rotor and flywheel machining in GE/Alstom facility and stator frame preparation for
sand blasting and painting as well as dish head flange welding in FAB 3R shop.

QC starts at each workstation by working to detailed design instructions.

Comments and Conclusions

4.

The orientation meetings and the following shop visits to the manufacturing facilities indicated that Alstom’s
and FAB 3R staff key competencies, organization and processes are appropriate for carrying out the manufacturing of the Lower Churchill Project contract.
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APPENDIX NO. 1
Photographs

GE/Alstom Shop in Sorel-Tracy

Photo 1 Overall view of GE/Alstom shop in Sorel-Tracy with the Unit #3 rotor (to the left) at early
stage of machining.
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Photo 2 Completely machined rotor of Unit #1, ready for flywheel and poles assembly.

Photo 3 Machining of Unit #2 rotor.
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Photo 4 Unit #1 – Flywheel end stub shaft delivered at Alstom shop and ready for assembly.

Photo 5 Unit #1 – Collector end stub shaft.
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Photo 6 Flywheel of Unit #1 – fully completed and ready for assembly.

Photo 7 Machining of Unit #2 flywheel.
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Photo 8 Machining of Unit #3 flywheel.

Photo 9 Tightening studs (c/w Superbolts) for flywheel to rotor assembly.
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Photo 10 Wooden crates with stator bars and stacking laminations delivered and stockpiled in the
storage area of the shop.

Photo 11 Wooden crates with tightening studs for Unit #3.
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FAB 3R Shop in Trois Rivieres

Photo 12 Stator frame / tank of Unit #1 – taping of machined surfaces in preparation for sand blasting and painting.

Photo 13 Unit #1 tank enclosure dish heads - ready for taping, sand blasting and painting.
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Photo 14 Stator frame / tank of Unit #2 at final stage of fabrication.

Photo 15 Interior view of stator frame - Unit #2.
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Photo 16 Dish head of Unit #2 on the stand of automatic welding machine for completion of flange
welding.

Photo 17 Unit #3 - collector end can of the stator frame / tank ready for assembly with the remaining (see Photo 18) stator frame body.
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Photo 18 Unit #3 – balance of stator frame / tank.
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